MOFFITT LIBRARY

FLOOR 1

- Data Peers
- Study Space
- Library Classroom 150D
- Study Space
- Classroom 145

Classrooms Accessible only by Floor 3 stair

ACCESIBLE STAIRS ELEVATORS DRINKING FOUNTAIN
This floor offers the buzz of collaborative spaces for group work and discussions. The group study rooms on this floor can be reserved for same day use. Snack foods and drinks are welcome – in exchange we ask you to clean up after yourself to keep this library looking new.
This floor offers the hush of quieter spaces for individual work and focus.

The group study rooms on this floor can be reserved one week in advance.

1. WELLNESS ROOM
   Rest zone for short naps and meditation

2. WORK LOUNGES
   Individual all inclusive work areas

3. HAAS-HERSCHER GALLERY
   Long tables for spacious individual studying